
                                                             



{All text in brackets [xxx] is optional and may or may not be included on a final label.}  
{All text in braces {xxx} is administrative and will not appear on a final label.} 

{If First Aid appears
   on back or side panel} 

{If First Aid appears on front 
   panel} 

{If multiple EPA Establishment Numbers appear on the label.} 

{as indicated on container}
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{Optional marketing statements that may be used with prevention and treatment of pool algae directions.}

 {Algicides are marketed as step three of a three step program to treat swimming pool water

 {This statement will only be used when sold in pint bottles for Prevention & 
Treatment}

 {This statement will only be used when sold in quart bottles for Prevention & 
Treatment}

{This statement will only be used when sold in half gallon bottles for Prevention & 
Treatment}



{The “BioGuard Care System” below may be placed on the label to allow easy product identification by 
consumers.}

{Application frequency per prevention of algae directions.}

{Optional marketing statements that may be used with prevention of pool algae directions.} 

{Application frequency per prevention of algae directions.} 

 {Algicides are marketed as step three of a three step program to treat swimming pool water

{The “BioGuard Care System” below may be placed on the label to allow easy product identification by 
consumers.}



{Optional marketing statements that may be used with prevention of pool algae directions as 30 day algaecide 
in addition to optional marketing statements appearing under above section prevention of pool algae 
directions.}

{Optional marketing statements that may be used with prevention of pool algae directions as 60 day algaecide 
in addition to optional marketing statements appearing under above section prevention of pool algae 
directions.}

{Optional marketing statements that may be used with treatment of visible pool algae directions.}

{Algicides are marketed as step three of a three step program to treat swimming pool water.}



this statement will only be used when sold in pint bottles for treatment} 
this statement will only be used when sold in quart bottles for treatment}
this statement will only be used when sold in half gallon bottles for treatment} 

{The “BioGuard Care System” below may be placed on the label to allow easy product identification by 
consumers.}

{Optional marketing statements that may be used with winterization directions.}

[This statement will only be used when sold in pint bottles for Winterization} 
 {[This statement will only be used when sold in quart bottles for Winterization} 
{This statement will only be used when sold in half gallon bottles for Winterization} 



{The “BioGuard Care System” below may be placed on the label to allow easy product identification by 
consumers.}

{Claims for use with Basic formula and Alternate #2 with any set of use directions} 



{Claims for use with Basic formula and Alternate #3 with any set of use directions} 

{Claims for use with Basic formula with any set of use directions} 



{Directions to be used for prevention and treatment of pool algae}

{To maintain brand segmentation, two sets of marketing statements are provided to maintain separate 
brand identity. One of the following Options will be used on the label.} 

{Optional Marketing Statement A} 

{or}

{or}

{or}

{or}

{Optional Marketing Statement B} 

{or}
{or}

{or} {or}
{or}

{or}
{or}

 {or}

{Optional Marketing Statement C} 



{Following text for use when packaged in bottle that includes a 4 fl. oz. over-cap over CR closure}

{or}



{or}



{Directions to be used for prevention of pool algae}

{To maintain brand segmentation, two sets of marketing statements are provided to maintain separate 
brand identity. One of the following Options will be used on the label.} 

{Optional Marketing Statement A} 

 {or}

{or}

{Optional Marketing Statement B} 

 {or}
{or}

{or} {or}
{or}

{or}
{or}

{or}

{Optional Marketing Statement C} 



 {or}

{or}

{Following text for use when packaged in bottle that includes a 4 fl. oz. over-cap over CR closure}

{or}

{Directions to be used for prevention of pool algae for weekly application}



{Directions to be used for prevention of pool algae for monthly application}

{Directions to be used for prevention of pool algae for bi-monthly application} 



{Directions to be used for treatment of visible pool algae}

{To maintain brand segmentation, two sets of marketing statements are provided to maintain separate 
brand identity. One of the following Options will be used on the label.} 

{Optional Marketing Statement A} 

{or}

{or}

{Optional Marketing Statement B} 

{or}
{or}

{or}

{or}

{Optional Marketing Statement C} 

{Following text for use when packaged in bottle that includes a 4 fl. oz. over-cap over CR closure}



{Reader Note: “Prior to Application” statement Option A} 

{Reader Note: “Prior to Application” statement Option B} 

{or}



{Directions to be used for pool winterization}

 {or}

{or}

{or}

{or}

 {or}

{or}



{The following is optional text to be used at BioLab’s discretion with swimming pool use directions for 
determination of pool capacity.  This information is non-essential and will be provided only as a courtesy.  
Will not appear on all swimming pool products.} 

{Reader’s note: Storage and Disposal statement for product sold for residential use:} 

{Reader’s note: Storage and Disposal statement for product sold for commercial use:} 

{Environmental hazards statement for end-use products in containers of less than 5 gallons (liquid).} 



{Environmental hazards statement for end-use products in containers of equal to or greater than 5 gallons 
(liquid).} 


